
Slamboree  1999  –  I’ve  Got
Nothing Left
Slamboree 1999
Date: May 9, 1999
Location: TWA Dome, St. Louis, Missouri
Attendance: 20,516
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Bobby Heenan, Mike Tenay

Another WCW PPV for you here. This one looks a little less
boring than the Bash, but that’s not really saying much. The
main event here is Page, the world champion, defending against
Nash. We also get the first bout in the EPIC Flair vs. Piper
feud, and I’m sure you’re all dying to see that. Let’s get to
it.

We open with your standard video talking about a big match
tonight, which here is Goldberg vs. Sting. Also Flair vs.
Piper plus a few others but it’s mainly those two.

Tony is in a leather jacket for some reason. The announcers
run down the card.

Tag Titles: Raven/Perry Saturn vs. Billy Kidman/Rey Mysterio
Jr. vs. Chris Benoit/Dean Malenko

Raven and Saturn are back together again for some reason. The
Horsemen (Benoit and Malenko) are heels. Raven and Saturn are
rather popular. I really like WCW’s style in these matches as
three are three men in the ring at once. Oh and Rey/Kidman are
the champions. Kidman, Dean and Saturn start us off. Saturn is
in a skirt due to a long story with Jericho.

Malenko gets beaten down and Saturn beats up Benoit who I
guess got a tag. Saturn throws Kidman over the top in a
release belly to belly. That landing looked SICK. You can’t
tag someone from another team in this match. BIG Horsemen Suck
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chant. Raven covers Benoit and avoids a slingshot leg from
Rey. Benoit and Kidman drape Raven over the top and then
Benoit smashes Billy.

This is a very fast paced match so it’s hard to keep up with
everything. A top rope splash by Kidman misses Benoit as Raven
is on the floor. He manages to break up the Crossface though
and double teams Benoit with Saturn. Frog splash to Benoit
gets two. In a move that literally made my jaw drop, Dean
launches Rey over his shoulder and Rey LANDS ON THE BUCKLE ON
HIS FEET and hits a moonsault press for two. THAT WAS AWESOME.

Saturn dives on everyone not named Benoit and Raven. Benoit
hits the Swan Dive to Raven for two but Saturn saves. The
Horsemen double team Rey and now they beat up Saturn. The
tagging aspect has been dropped for the time being. And of
course just as I say that it’s officially Benoit vs. Kidman
vs.  Saturn.  Kidman  fights  back  and  the  fans  cheer.  BIG
superkick from Saturn takes him down though. The crowd is
really into this.

Benoit hits a springboard forearm over the top (think Jericho
and his dropkick to the apron) to take out Saturn. The two of
them are in the ring and a northern lights suplex gets two for
the Canadian. Here are the Rolling Germans but Kidman makes
the save. Dean gets a tag and gets rolled up by Saturn in a
reversal to the Cloverleaf. Saturn is knocked to the floor and
things slow down a bit.

Dean is like screw slow and KILLS Kidman with a powerbomb for
two. Dragon Suplex to Kidman gets a delayed two. Dean tries to
throw Billy into the air but Kidman hits a dropkick in mid air
to break it up. Russian legsweep takes Benoit down and there’s
the tag to Raven for a big reaction. He hits what we would
call Three Amigos to Benoit for two. Back to Saturn who is a
bit spent.

Rey vs. Saturn vs. Benoit at this point. Saturn saves a pin on



Rey as Malenko and Kidman come in. Saturn and Benoit are down
and Kidman isn’t sure who to jump on. Dean tries another
powerbomb  on  him  but  Kidman  rolls  into  a  sunset  flip.
Everything breaks down and the champs hit a SWEET alley-oop
rana to Benoit in the corner. They try it on Saturn but he
hits a top rope sitout powerbomb to Rey for two. Arn comes in
and hits a spinebuster on Saturn to HUGE heel heat. Someone in
a Sting mask breaks up the Shooting Star by crotching Kidman.
An elevated Even Flow gives Raven/Saturn the belts. Kanyon was
in the mask.

Rating: B. This is better than probably any other match I’ve
seen in all of WCW so far in 1999. They were all over the
place in here and beating the living tar out of each other,
which is the best thing you can ask for. Also the popular team
wins off a big ending with the DDT. Very good match, but now
things are going to fall through the floor, which is WCW in a
nutshell.

Video on DDP.

Konnan vs. Stevie Ray

Horace and Vincent of the NWO Black and White are with Ray.
The fans here in St. Louis are awesome as they’ll cheer for
any face and boo any heel. Why is that so complex? Ray pounds
him down in the corner but Konnan pounds him on the middle
rope while making oral sex gestures. Vincent gets on the apron
to break up a pin attempt. He cheats a bit more on the floor
and the fans aren’t all that thrilled here.

Off to a chinlock as Ray thinks of something new he can do
other than kicks and forearms. He chokes away which is at
least new. Back to the chinlock for more time in the think
tank. Suplex gets two and there’s the jump off the ropes into
a boot spot. Konnan speeds things up and messes up a leapfrog.
X Factor puts Ray down but Horace trips K-Dawg up. Here’s Rey
to distract the goons and Konnan wins with a rollup (with a



pretty fast count).

Rating: D-. Really dull match here but at least it was kind of
logical: once Rey is there to counteract Tweedle Dumb and
Tweedle Dumber, Konnan can get the pin on his own. Stevie is
just so freaking boring without Booker there to help him out
that there’s no need to have him out here, especially on a
PPV. Boring match and not any good at all.

Video on Kevin Nash.

Video on Sting.

Page talks to Bigelow in the back but we can’t hear what’s
being said.

Brian Knobbs vs. Bam Bam Bigelow

This is for the moniker King of Hardcore, which isn’t an
official title. This of course is a hardcore match if you
didn’t get the idea there. There isn’t going to be much to
talk about in this. It’s your standard hardcore match with
both guys being hit in the head with generic pieces of metal.
There’s an RVD sign in the crowd. Heenan tells the announcers
to be quiet so he can hear the weapon shots.

Bigelow hits a top rope headbutt for two. Out to the floor and
there’s still nothing to talk about. It’s pretty much the same
as every hardcore match you’ll ever see. Knobbs’ trashcan shot
is blocked by a waiter’s tray which winds up going on top of
Brian’s head. Bigelow is in control here. The fans want a
table. There are long stretches here where there’s nothing to
talk about. It’s just random weapon shots and the announcers
laughing.

They fight up the aisle with Knobbs using a trashcan to keep
control. There’s the internet location getting its required
cameo. They go old school here with the fake souvenir stand
that no fan would be able to get to because it’s on the arena



floor. We go behind a curtain (revealing about 1/5 of the
arena being tarped off) and there’s a ladder shot. An elbow
off the stands onto a table misses for Knobbs (I think, you
can’t see anything) and Bigelow suplexes him through the table
for the pin.

Rating: F. Heenan’s final line of “and they do this for a
living” sums things up well. Why in the world did Knobbs of
all people have a job here? The match sucked due to there
being nothing interesting here at all. There was no comedy
spot, there was nothing other than the most basic weapons
available, and nothing interesting happened at all. Bad match
and really boring. Also it ran almost 12 minutes. Inexcusable.

We recap Rick Steiner vs. Booker. Booker won a match against
Steiner with help from Stevie, who is in the NWO (Booker never
was). Ray saved him again but Rick came in to beat him up.
Rick vs. Booker started up again so let’s have a TV Title
match again.

TV Title: Rick Steiner vs. Booker T

Booker is champion here if I didn’t make that clear. Rick
starts out with a belly to belly release and a couple of
Steiner Lines. I think he’s the heel here but I’m not sure.
More control by Steiner until Booker kicks him in the face to
put him down. Steiner pops up of course because he isn’t going
to sell anything. Off to a chinlock by Booker. I think he’s
either heel here or borderline heel.

Steiner takes over on the floor and things slow way down. Time
for a chinlock again. The crowd is very quiet. Steiner punches
a lot and the fans don’t care. A bunch of punches gets two and
here’s that chinlock again. Booker fights back and hits the
axe kick, a spinebuster and the missile dropkick but STEINER
WON’T SELL THEM. Here’s what happens after every move: Steiner
lays  there  about  2-4  seconds  then  gets  up  like  nothing
happened. Scott finally runs out for the distraction and a



Steiner Line gets two. Scott trips Booker and the Bulldog off
the ropes gives Rick the title.

Rating: D. Just a horribly boring match here as Rick is beyond
worthless in the ring at this point. Naturally the answer to
that is to give him a title for four months. He wouldn’t sell
ANYTHING Booker did here and Booker looks like a joke as a
result. Bad match but as usual, most of it is due to Rick
being lazy and not selling anything.

Time to recap the stupid match of the show. Randy Savage is
out of wrestling at this point so he’s putting one of his
chicks (the hot one) in there against Lil Naitch in the form
of referee Charles Robinson. Yes this match is happening.

Rick rambles to Buff in the back and wishes him luck against
Scott later. Gee, that must be totally genuine right?

Gorgeous George vs. Charles Robinson

Ok to be fair, Robinson’s Flair costume is AWESOME. He has the
robe, he has the hair, he looks exactly like a small Nature
Boy.  Even  his  face  looks  like  him.  Flair  and  Savage  are
seconds here. Asya and the other chicks are here too. To be
fair, George was indeed hot. Flair, the President of WCW at
the time, says he’d like to have Madusa ride Space Mountain.
Miss Maddness can come too, but George is being saved for
Robinson. Robinson rips George a bit and he sounds EXACTLY
like Flair. This is the best imitation I’ve seen in years.
Savage (POP) says George will win.

Robinson struts a lot as they stall for a few minutes. George
goes after the arm and Robinson reverses. Off to a full nelson
and snapmare as George is dominant. Flair and Robinson get
rammed together so Savage has to come in and protect George.
Robinson goes for a chair but Miss Madness steals it. She gets
slammed  outside  and  Savage  FREAKS.  I  mean  freaks  by  his
standards.



Back in Robinson takes over with a choke and then does more of
that. George comes back with a few chops and Robinson does the
flip in the corner and runs the apron, only to get slammed off
the top. Heenan says this is great and I can’t say I disagree.
There’s a Flair Flop and they’re getting tired. The heels
cheat a bit and work over George’s knee but Madusa makes the
save.

Robinson works on the knee and if the match continues like it
has, that means we’re heading for the Figure Four. He hooks
the knee a bit and cranks on it for awhile. Here’s the Figure
Four and while it looks good, it’s on the wrong knee. She
reverses it and Flair comes in for the save. Savage chases him
off and beats up Robinson so George can drop a half decent
looking middle rope elbow for the pin. Savage is reinstated.

Rating: D. Yes it was bad, but at the end of the day we have a
referee and a manager in there. Robinson’s Flair impression is
absolutely  excellent  and  one  of  the  best  I’ve  ever  seen.
George really is gorgeous and it’s a shame she wasn’t around
in wrestling more than she was. That being said, this was
decent enough all things considered. Ten and a half minutes
was too long, but it wasn’t boring and they were trying which
is more important than anything else.

We recap Scott Steiner vs. Buff Bagwell. Bagwell was a face
and made fun of him so Steiner said he had a big ego. Bagwell
imitated him and it wasn’t really funny.

US Title: Buff Bagwell vs. Scott Steiner

Since Bagwell never won a singles title, I think you know who
is champion coming in. Buff jumps him before the bell and
Steiner still has the belt on. Swinging neckbreaker gets two.
Scott hits him low and there’s the Push-Up elbow. Buff gets
thrown to the floor and Steiner yells at some fans. Things
slow WAY down with Steiner on offense. It was a running theme
with the Steiners at this point.



Scott chokes away and yells at another fan. Much like in the
Rick match, you may be noticing a pattern emerging here. They
go to the mat and Steiner elbows him a lot. He runs to the
floor and brings in a chair. If that shot had hit Steiner
would have been facing 10-15 years. Bagwell fights back but
there goes the referee. Buff gets the chair and here’s Rick to
turn heel on Buff and whack him with the chair. The Recliner
keeps the title on Scott.

Rating: D-. I can’t take many more of these bad matches. I
mean the people in them are just SO lazy with them laying
around and doing nothing of note. Scott and Rick are back
together as the Steiners and both have singles titles. You
know, because that’s what the people wanted to see and would
light the world on fire. Benoit and Jericho and Malenko? Who
are they?

Video on Goldberg. These videos are just their music playing
over clips of them. They only last about 15-20 seconds each.

Now to really crank it up, here’s a video on all four people
in the main events. There aren’t any words to this so the
feuds still aren’t explained.

The third straight video (at least they’re short) is on Flair
being  president  and  being  insane.  He’s  signing  contracts
without reading them and one of them is for a match with Piper
for the Presidency. Flair thinks he’s President of the United
States. I kid you not, this was the second biggest wrestling
company in the world at this point. Oh and he went to a mental
hospital and thought he was in a hotel. Again, this is what we
mean when we say insulting to our intelligence.

Roddy Piper vs. Ric Flair

The winner is the president. Before things get going, referee
Johnny Boone is fired and Charles Robinson replaces him. Flair
runs his mouth and gets slapped to get us going. Piper knocks
him to the floor and let’s take a break after that. He boxes



Flair, seemingly hitting him in the chest and neck, but Flair
falls anyway. He hits a low blow to take over and Robinson
yells at Piper for choking.

Flair yells at Anderson to beat on Piper when he throws him
outside. Flair throws Piper outside and Anderson beats on him.
Asya comes in for a low blow and this is about as far from
serious as you could want it to be. Flair chops away in the
corner and Piper chops back. Robinson cheats on a cover and
says Flair keeps getting his shoulder up. There’s the Flair
Flip in the corner and they go to the outside.

Piper rams Flair’s head into Flair’s arm but we’ll say it was
the post anyway. Back in the ring they ram heads and both guys
are down. After about 2 seconds of leg softening here’s the
Figure  Four.  Piper  tries  a  sunset  flip  and  there  go  the
trunks. He hooks Flair in the Figure Four and Flair screams
that he gives up but Robinson ignores it. Anderson breaks it
up but gets thrown in a sleeper. Now Flair in the sleeper.
Asya runs in and gets kissed and put in a sleeper as well. The
referee  gets  decked  and  Flair  hits  Piper  with  an  illegal
object for the pin.

Rating: The chipmunk has pneumonia. I better take him to the
embassy before he deletes the remote control of reality and I
run out of apple juice. If he does that, there will be a great
and mighty feast in the great archway of the flippyflook.

And that was more logical than putting this match on PPV. But
wait: there’s more.

Here’s Eric Bischoff who hasn’t been seen in awhile and has no
authority whatsoever in this company. He says Piper is the
winner and that Flair can bite him. Somehow this stands. Eric
and Piper hug to a face pop (intentional I’d assume but who
knows with this company?) and Piper fires Flair. Just….yeah.

Recap of Sting vs. Goldberg. This is for who the franchise is
or something.



Sting vs. Goldberg

Tony is either trying to explain what we just saw or is
questioning it himself. I’m really not sure. I’m also not sure
why this match is happening but who cares? Sting has white
boots with black toes. It makes as much sense as anything else
here. Goldberg takes him down and snaps off a powerslam for no
cover. Sting stalls on the floor and then takes Goldberg to
the floor with a clothesline.

Goldberg hooks a cross armbreaker but it isn’t on correctly.
Sting fights out of it and we go to a test of strength. He
takes out Goldberg’s braced knee (oh sweet psychology, how I
missed you) and puts on a Boston Crab which is quickly broken.
Goldberg fights back with power moves and things slow WAY
down.  Top  rope  clothesline  by  Sting  sets  up  some  Stinger
Splashes but Goldberg catches him in a spinebuster which is
called a spear. And here’s Bret Hart with a chair and it’s a
no contest.

Rating: D. Another bad match. I mean seriously, this show
SUCKS. There’s been nothing but boring matches (aside from the
opener) and stuff that is basically around to set up matches
on Nitro rather than HERE ON THE FREAKING PPV. Nothing to see
here as they basically kept it as slow gear as possible.

And then the Steiners run out and beat up Goldberg and Sting.
WHY ARE THEY THE FOCAL POINT OF A SHOW IN 1999????

Another  wordless  video  on  Page  vs.  Nash.  No  word  on  why
they’re fighting but there’s clearly no thinking anywhere else
in this show so who cares?

WCW World Title: Diamond Dallas Page vs. Kevin Nash

And Buffer’s mic doesn’t work right. Seriously, fold already.
You can hear him in the arena but not over the PPV feed. Page
is champion. Early Cutter attempt is blocked and Page hits the
floor. We actually get a reference to the Vegas Connection.



Page hammers away but runs his mouth to get himself sent to
the floor. Back inside and Nash hammers away. Page charges at
Nash and finally kicks him low to take over.

Page rips a buckle off and hits him with the mic for two. He
gets sent into the exposed steel though and both guys are
down. Page takes over and sends him to the floor. A baseball
slide puts Nash down and there’s a Diamond Cutter to kill Nash
out there. It only gets two in the ring but at least there was
a delay. Now Page goes for the knee for no apparent reason.

He wraps it around the post a few times and pounds on Nash
again. There’s something going on in the crowd so they change
the  camera  angle,  which  is  pretty  smart.  Nash  makes  his
comeback and hits Snake Eyes onto the buckle. Back to the
regular  angle.  Nash….at  least  limp.  Big  boot  and
Jackknife….but here’s Savage to break it up for the LAME DQ.
So is he a heel now too?

I would rate it here, but Eric comes out AGAIN and restarts
the match. Russian legsweep gets two for the champ. Discus
lariat gets the same. And here’s a sleeper, which looks awful
because Nash is so tall. Now Nash hooks an even WORSE sleeper
but Page jawbreaks his way out of it for two. A chair shot
hits the rope and Page takes it in the face for two. Low blow
gets two for Page. And then Nash kicks the chair into Page’s
face,  takes  the  straps  down  and  wins  the  title  via  the
Jackknife.

Rating: D. The fans popped for the ending, but I’m just spent
at this point. There’s nothing interesting here and the run in
and restart made no sense, which is what the name of the show
should be. Nash would hold the title for a few months before
dropping it to Savage before Hogan took it the next night.
This  was  nothing  interesting  at  all  and  the  knee  selling
coming and going hurt things.

Overall Rating: F-. This is usually were I’d make some witty



statement about how this show was so bad it goes beyond bad
ratings or something, but there’s nothing left in me after
watching this mess. The illogical stories, the stupid booking,
the overdoing it with the Steiners, the worthless world title
change,  and  the  bad  matches  just  made  me  completely
uninterested by the end of this show. I haven’t felt like that
about a PPV in a very long time, but this just drained me
completely.

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885?sk=wall


